$\frac{1}{4}$" EXPANSION FELT WITH REMOVABLE WOOD CAP. EXPANSION JOINT TO BE AT 40' O.C. ALONG PATTERN JOINT OR AS DIRECTED BY CITY ENGINEER.

1 FT MINIMUM AT EDGE 1 MIL CLEAR POLYETHYLENE SHEETING

90% COMPACTED SUBGRADE

EXPANSION JOINT

WEAKENED PLANE JOINT @ 10' O.C. ALONG PATTERN JOINT.

90% COMPACTED SUBGRADE

CONTROL JOINT

REVERSE 'S'

TERMINATE STAMPED CONCRETE WITH A REVERSE "S" PATTERN TRANSITION TO LANDSCAPED AREA

STAMPED PAVING

STAMPED COLORED CONCRETE PAVING WITH RUNNING BOND BRICK (4" x 8") PATTERN, PERPENDICULAR TO CURB FACE, ROUNDED TOP, MINIMUM 4" DEPTH, $\frac{1}{2}$" RADIUS AT EDGES. (INTEGRAL COLOR, L.M. SCOFIELD, C-32, LA QUINTA QUARRY RED OR EQUAL.) FOR CONCRETE SPECIFICATIONS SEE CITY OF LA QUINTA STD. 200.